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Summary information

Repository: Trinity University Special Collections and Archives
Title: T.M. Paschal Papers
ID: SC.007
Date: 1851-1921 (date of creation)
Language: English
Physical description: 8 boxes (4 linear feet)

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note
Thomas Moore (T.M.) Paschal was born in Alexandria, Louisiana on December 15, 1845. He received his A.B. from Centre College in Danville, Kentucky in 1866. Paschal was admitted to the bar in 1867. He served as United States Commissioner for the Western District of Texas (1867-1869), city attorney for San Antonio (1869), district attorney for the 24th Judicial District (1870-1875), judge for the 24th District Court (1876-1892). In 1892 Paschal was elected to the House of Representatives, where he served one term. As a judge, Paschal was known for his conservative positions, particularly a case where he refused to naturalize an immigrant with socialist beliefs. Outside of his political career, Paschal was an amateur inventor and Presbyterian. He married Florida A. Mays in 1871, and had five children. Paschal died of pneumonia on January 28, 1919.

Custodial history
Provenance of collection is unknown. It is possible that the collection was given to the library by George H. Paschal, Jr., a professor at Trinity University; Paschal was the first cousin twice removed of T.M. Paschal.

Scope and content
The T.M. (Thomas Moore) Paschal Papers consist of letters, legal documents, bills, advertisements, telegrams, programs, and newspaper clippings. The material spans from 1851-1921. The material in this collection covers a wide range of subjects including Paschal's public career and law practice; land deals in the United States and Mexico; San Antonio civic affairs; and inventions including the Judge's invention of an electro-chemico radio active heater.
Notes

Title notes

Arrangement

Items in this collection are arranged by creation date. The arrangement was determined by an unknown processing archivist when the collection was first processed, at some unknown date.

Restrictions on access

This collection is open and available to the public for research in the Special Collections & Archives reading room. The materials are non-circulating.

Conditions governing use

The materials in this collection may be protected by copyright law (Title 17, U.S. Code). The materials are available for personal, educational, and scholarly use. It is the responsibility of the researcher to locate and obtain permission from the copyright owner or his or her heirs for any other use, such as reproduction and publication.

Other notes

• Publication status: Published

Access points

• Correspondence (documentary form)
• Clippings (documentary form)
• Scrapbooks (documentary form)
• Legal documents (documentary form)
• Inventions (subject)
• Mineral industries (subject)
• Practice of law (subject)
• San Antonio (Tex.) (place)

Collection holdings

Box: SC.007-01 - Box 1, 1851-1900
Title: Box 1, 1851-1900
ID: SC.007-01
Date: 1851-1900 (date of creation)

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-01-01 - Folder 1, 1868-1887
Title: Folder 1, 1868-1887
ID: SC.007-01-01
Date: 1868-1887 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Law Office Business Ledger

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-01-02 - Folder 2, 1891
Title: Folder 2, 1891
ID: SC.007-01-02
Date: 1891 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Scrapbook of R.V. Sauer Naturalization Case

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-01-03 - Folder 3, 1851-1893
Title: Folder 3, 1851-1893
ID: SC.007-01-03
Date: 1851-1893 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Survey of lot in San Antonio (F.L. Paschal) (1851); Act to incorporate Gymnastic Assn. of San Antonio (1866); Map of subdivision of lots, San Antonio (1851); Settling part of Paschal estate, selling land owned by members of family (Correspondence) (1888); Correspondence (1892-1893)

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-01-04 - Folder 4, 1894
Title: Folder 4, 1894
ID: SC.007-01-04
Date: 1894 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
"Books Drawn" book

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-01-05 - Folder 5, 1894-1897
Title: Folder 5, 1894-1897
ID: SC.007-01-05
Date: 1894-1897 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: San Antonio Academy Graduation Program (1896); Bill: George Dullnig Grocer (1897); Correspondence (1894-1897)

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-01-06 - Folder 6, 1895
Title: Folder 6, 1895
ID: SC.007-01-06
Date: 1895 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence; Newspaper Clipping: Sibley for President (3/6/1895)
Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-01-07 - Folder 7, 1898
Title: Folder 7, 1898
ID: SC.007-01-07
Date: 1898 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence: Llano Mines (1898); Bexar County Country & Sportsmen Club (1898); Correspondence: Grove Lake (1898); Patent Paper (1898); Warranty Deed: Ross (1898); T.C. Frost & Co. Bankers: Deposits (1898); Correspondence (1898)
Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-01-08 - Folder 8, 1898
Title: Folder 8, 1898
ID: SC.007-01-08
Date: 1898 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Transfer Record: Mount Hudson Gold Mining Co.; Mount Hudson Gold Mining Co.: Board of Directors Meetings
Publication status:
Published
File: SC.007-01-09 - Folder 9, 1899

Title: Folder 9, 1899
ID: SC.007-01-09
Date: 1899 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Includes: Correspondence: Philippines; Correspondence: Hallie Leggett (cousin); Bill: Main Ave. Grocery Store; Bill: Newton & Weller; Bill: Thomas Goggan & Bros.; Correspondence: Regarding Gustav Harold Morre and verification of story regarding found coin; San Antonio Daily Express: Oct. 8, 1899 - Report of Special Counsel to Mexican Government (Paschal) regarding killing of a Mexican resident of Texas, envelope attached marked "Important"; Correspondence: Dignowity Suit; Fitch vs. Hunt C. Loan & Deposit Co. of America; Correspondence: Stenographer position; Correspondence: G.W. Angle; Correspondence: Miscellaneous

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-01-10 - Folder 10, 1900

Title: Folder 10, 1900
ID: SC.007-01-10
Date: 1900 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Includes: Testimonial for hair restorer, signed by Paschal; Correspondence: Paschal rights in 320 acres (written by T.M. Paschal for cousin Ridge Paschal); Correspondence: H.R. Drought

Publication status:
Published

---

Box: SC.007-02 - Box 2, 1901-1904

Title: Box 2, 1901-1904
ID: SC.007-02
Date: 1901-1904 (date of creation)

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-02-01 - Folder 1, 1901**

**Title:** Folder 1, 1901

**ID:** SC.007-02-01

**Date:** 1901 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes: Tillapauph vs. Tillapauph; Water Works Company Bills; Letter to daughter Lenore from Ridge Paschal; San Jacinto Cotillion Club Invitation to Annual Cotillion; J.D. Young vs. Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonio Railway Co.; Mills vs. Mills; Land transaction: Stevens & Gillette; John Krug Case; Correspondence: Dr. Plutarco Ornelas - Consul de Mexico; Correspondence: San Antonio Lyceum; Correspondence: Reviews of Reviews Advertisement; Correspondence: Chamberlain Medicine Co. Advertisement; J.D. Hodges: General Merchandise in Bandera; Correspondence: Ideal Mining & Development Co. to Lt. Selwin H. Hampton; George vs. Pinero; Receipt: Dues for San Jacinto Cotillion Club; Newspaper Clippings

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC.007-02-02 - Folder 2, 1902-1903**

**Title:** Folder 2, 1902-1903

**ID:** SC.007-02-02

**Date:** 1902-1903 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes: T.E. George vs. J.A. Pinero; Correspondence: Cloudcroft Land; Correspondence: S.N. Steinhardt; Correspondence: W. J. Heard; San Antonio City Election (2/11/1901): Election Returns: Precinct 10, Ward 4; San Antonio City Election (2/11/1901): Election Tally Sheet: Precinct 10, Ward 4; Bill: Water Works (1902-1903); Bill: San Antonio Gas & electric Co. (1902); Friesen vs. Friesen; Newspaper Clippings: San Antonio Daily Express 1902; Sheriff's Sale

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC.007-02-03 - Folder 3, 1903**
Title: Folder 3, 1903  
ID: SC.007-02-03  
Date: 1903 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
"Private letter press book," contains carbon copies of Paschal's correspondence. Very poor condition; letter index is readable, but letters have significant damage and many pages are stuck together.  
Publication status:  
Published

File: SC.007-02-04 - Folder 4, 1903  
Title: Folder 4, 1903  
ID: SC.007-02-04  
Date: 1903 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Includes: Joh Krug et al vs. Wells Fargo Express Co.; Lucy Sanders vs. Nelson Sanders Divorce; Coal Plant Prospectus; Anita Ruiz vs. G.H. & S.A. Railway Co.; Citation: J.H. Warren vs. J.A. Robertson; Correspondence: J.A. Robertson; Injunction related to San Antonio & Gulf Railroad; Correspondence  
Publication status:  
Published

File: SC.007-02-05 - Folder 5, 1904  
Title: Folder 5, 1904  
ID: SC.007-02-05  
Date: 1904 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Includes: Limburger vs. Limburger; Correspondence: J.A. Robertson Case; Correspondence: Peter B. Ross Estate; Correspondence: Pablo Escalante Case; Correspondence: Miscellaneous Railroad Injury Cases; Correspondence: Hampe Requesting Collection on Biesenbach Note; Fee Bill: Judgement Collection; Heard vs. Heard
Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-02-06 - Folder 6, 1904**

**Title:** Folder 6, 1904  
**ID:** SC.007-02-06  
**Date:** 1904 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes: Interstate Inland Waterway; Paley vs. Paley Divorce; Rafael Fernandez vs. MK & T.R.R. Co.; Correspondence: Larkin Smith; Correspondence: Sergio Bustamante Case; Correspondence: Miscellaneous Cases; Correspondence: James Dignowity; Alamo Dressed Beef Co. Statements; Maryland Medical College Schedule of Lectures 1904-1905; Railroad Ruling Advertisements

Publication status:
Published

---

**Box: SC.007-03 - Box 3, 1905-1906**

**Title:** Box 3, 1905-1906  
**ID:** SC.007-03  
**Date:** 1905-1906 (date of creation)

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-03-01 - Folder 1, 1905**

**Title:** Folder 1, 1905  
**ID:** SC.007-03-01  
**Date:** 1905 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes: Correspondence: USDA - Irrigation; Jose Sanchez vs. Glaveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Rail Company; Correspondence: Hair Forcer; Newspaper Article: Monterey News - Comment on Lopez Lynching (5/5/1905); Dignowity Note; A.G. Suescum vs. Galveston,
Harrisburg & San Antonio Rail Company; Correspondence: Ruiz case; Correspondence: Sivilo Sanchez case; Correspondence: J.A. Robertson case

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-03-02 - Folder 2, 1905

Title: Folder 2, 1905

ID: SC.007-03-02

Date: 1905 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence: Land Transactions; Correspondence: Scientific Society of San Antonio; Newspaper Clippings: Western Newspaper Union - Advertisement of land for sale (7/8/1905); Correspondence: Seed distribution; Correspondence: Sullivan vs. Dignowity case; Correspondence: Miscellaneous cases; Pamphlet: Anti-Gambling League of San Antonio; Fortune Tellers License; Peddlers Occupation Tax Receipt; San Antonio City Cemetery Deed; Correspondence: Interstate Island Waterway; Paley vs. Paley Bill of Costs

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC.007-03-03 - Folder 3, 1905-1906

Title: Folder 3, 1905-1906

ID: SC.007-03-03

Date: 1905-1906 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence: Sullivan vs. Dignowity Case; Correspondence: Paschal vs. Staples; Correspondence: Fernandez vs. Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Co.; Correspondence: Paley vs. Paley; Correspondence: Col. J.A. Robertson case; Correspondence: Barry-Clifton Agreement; Rangel Case: Newspaper Article: Meat Packers (2/4/1905); Rangel Case: Newspaper Article: San Antonio Gazette - Judge Paschal finds year round orange tree (3/25/1905); Bill of Costs

Publication status:
Published
File: SC.007-03-04 - Folder 4, 1906

Title: Folder 4, 1906
ID: SC.007-03-04
Date: 1906 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Scientific Society of America: Lists publications given by T.M. Paschal; Correspondence: Sullivan vs. Dignowity; Correspondence: Land Transactions; Correspondence: Charles Schreiner - Seed Distribution; Occupation Tax Receipts; Maverick Family, V.H. Blocker: grant prospect rights; V.H. Blocker: James Bowie Texas Mining Company Prospectus; San Saba Valley Irrigation Company; Comal Coal Company Case; International Land Development Co.; Correspondence: York Patent

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-03-05 - Folder 5, 1906

Title: Folder 5, 1906
ID: SC.007-03-05
Date: 1906 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Guadalupe Cuevas et. al case; Correspondence: Cuevas case; Correspondence: F.M. York & Pump Jack invention; Interstate Island Waterway; Lost Trunk; International Land Development Co.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-03-06 - Folder 6, 1906

Title: Folder 6, 1906
ID: SC.007-03-06
Date: 1906 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Erbahn Property Transaction; Correspondence: Dignowity, Mrs. A.J. land rights; Correspondence: International Land & Development Co.; Correspondence: Letter from daughter Pauline; Correspondence: Irrigation Project; Correspondence: Copy of Capt. C.E. Hampton (son-in-law) report on military operations - Island of Samar; Estate of T.M. Briggs Decd.

Publication status:
Published

**File: SC.007-03-07 - Folder 7, 1906**

**Title:** Folder 7, 1906  
**ID:** SC.007-03-07  
**Date:** 1906 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes: Anita Ruiz vs. G.H. & S.A. Railway Co.; Estate of Blanche Devits; Correspondence: John Gaffner; Correspondence: Annie Erbahn Waggner; H.P. Drought; New York Life Insurance Policyholder's Proxy; Texas State Historical Association: Table of Contents (1897-1906)

Publication status:  
Published

**Box: SC.007-04 - Box 4, 1907-1911**

**Title:** Box 4, 1907-1911  
**ID:** SC.007-04  
**Date:** 1907-1911 (date of creation)

Publication status:  
Published

**File: SC.007-04-01 - Folder 1, 1907**

**Title:** Folder 1, 1907  
**ID:** SC.007-04-01  
**Date:** 1907 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Newspapers; US-Mexico Relations; Benson vs. Benson, Bexar County, Texas; mining

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-04-02 - Folder 2, 1907**
Title: Folder 2, 1907
ID: SC.007-04-02
Date: 1907 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence: Sullivan vs. Dignowity; Correspondence: Beethoven Music Hall Program; Correspondence: Cocke-Clark Agreement; Correspondence: Sanders vs. Sanders, Bexar County, Texas

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-04-03 - Folder 3, 1908**
Title: Folder 3, 1908
ID: SC.007-04-03
Date: 1908 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Newspaper clippings; International Land and Investment Company: Reports of the assaying of mines; Correspondence

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-04-04 - Folder 4, 1909**
Title: Folder 4, 1909
ID: SC.007-04-04
Date: 1909 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence with James Dignowity; Correspondence; A Noble Opportunity: An Appeal by Mercer Green Johnston on Behalf of the West Texas Military Academy; Tom and Emmett Paschal; Land in San Angelo; Mexico situation

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-04-05 - Folder 5, 1910
Title: Folder 5, 1910
ID: SC.007-04-05
Date: 1910 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: The International Club of San Antonio, Texas; Sterling Debenture Corporation; The Oman Gyroplane; T.M. Paschal vs. Llano Mining and Mineral Company; Correspondence

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-04-06 - Folder 6, 1910
Title: Folder 6, 1910
ID: SC.007-04-06
Date: 1910 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Motor car case in Amarillo, Texas; Interurban Electric Line; letter to Foreign Relations Minister of Mexico about meteorite; Correspondence

Publication status:
Published
File: SC.007-04-07 - Folder 7, 1911

Title: Folder 7, 1911
ID: SC.007-04-07
Date: 1911 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Hicks and Paschal; Chemico Radio Active Heater; Lee Hall Monument

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-04-08 - Folder 8, 1911

Title: Folder 8, 1911
ID: SC.007-04-08
Date: 1911 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence; Texas Mexican Land and Investment Company; Mexican land deals; Texas-Mexico relations; Land sales around San Antonio; Valenta Garcia; Condition of San Antonio River as Water Supply (Paschal's activities concerning); Concepcion Ribera Garcia vs. Missouri, Kansas and Texas - R. Wy. of Texas, Bexar County, Texas

Publication status:
Published

Box: SC.007-05 - Box 5, 1912-1913

Title: Box 5, 1912-1913
ID: SC.007-05
Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)
Publication status:
Published
File: SC.007-05-01 - Folder 1, 1912

Title: Folder 1, 1912
ID: SC.007-05-01
Date: 1912 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Pierson Dam Project; Irish vs. Irish, Bexar County; Universal Aerial Navigation Company; Lee Hall Monument (National Cemetery); Correspondence; Texas vs. White Correspondence

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-05-02 - Folder 2, 1912

Title: Folder 2, 1912
ID: SC.007-05-02
Date: 1912 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence; Lee Hall Monument (National Cemetery); Bryon Calaphan - Speech about US-Mexico Relations; Lauderdale papers relating to heater

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-05-03 - Folder 3, 1913

Title: Folder 3, 1913
ID: SC.007-05-03
Date: 1913 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Newspaper clippings: Corpus Christi Water Supply; Correspondence; Land deals; Monument to Captain Jesse Lee Hall; River Avenue Disintegrating; Chemico Electro Heater; Winterlawn grass; W.B. Kroeger, Plumbing and Heating; Aetna Banking and Trust Company; San
File: SC.007-05-04 - Folder 4, 1913

Title: Folder 4, 1913

ID: SC.007-05-04

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes: Relations with Mexico; Universal Aerial Navigation Company; Monument to Captain Jesse Lee Hall; Captain Hampton's Health and Death notice; Aetna Banking and Trust Company; Comment on Bryan as Secretary of State; Travis Club; International Land and Development Company; Interurban Line; Henyan vs. Herzfeld, Bexar County, Texas

Publication status:

Published

File: SC.007-05-05 - Folder 5, 1913

Title: Folder 5, 1913

ID: SC.007-05-05

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes: Henyan vs. Herzfeld, Bexar County, Texas; Chain of heirs to lands in Texas; Monument to Lee Hall; Winter grass; Letter to Telephone Company; Chemico Electro Radio Active Heater; Correspondence

Publication status:

Published

Box: SC.007-06 - Box 6, 1914
Title: Box 6, 1914
ID: SC.007-06
Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-06-01 - Folder 1, 1914
Title: Folder 1, 1914
ID: SC.007-06-01
Date: 1914 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Correspondence; Electro Chemico Radio Active Heater; Thoroughfare through the Arsenal Reservation at San Antonio; Monument to Lee Hall; Benson vs. Houston Ice & Brewing Company; Judge Paschal's daughter, Widow of Captain Hampton, in matter of purchasing army commissary; Bills from San Antonio Drug Company; Mexican-US relations

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-06-02 - Folder 2, 1914
Title: Folder 2, 1914
ID: SC.007-06-02
Date: 1914 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Mexican-US relations; Correspondence; Newspaper clippings; Deed of Trust; Electro Radio Active Heater; Benson vs. Houston Ice & Brewing Company; Letter to Express stating views on proper use of Sunday; Real estate transactions; Monument to Lee Hall; Portrait of T.M. Paschal and note from the American Historical Society in regard to a History of Texas and Texans; Note about income tax; Army pension system

Publication status:
Published
File: SC.007-06-03 - Folder 3, 1914

Title: Folder 3, 1914

ID: SC.007-06-03

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes: Mexico-Texas Land Company; Mexico-US relations; Notes on Patents and Trademarks by Wilkinson, Giusta and Mackaye; American Historical Society correspondence; Letter to daughter about Chemico Electro Radio Active Heater; Correspondence; Gymnastic Association of San Antonio; Chemico Electro Radio Active Heater; Irrigation; Extension of Dyer Ave.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC.007-06-04 - Folder 4, 1914

Title: Folder 4, 1914

ID: SC.007-06-04

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes: Mexico-US relations; Chemico Electro Radio Active Heater; Correspondence; Brackenridge Park Improvement; Income Tax; Southwest Co-operative Marketing Company

Publication status:

Published

Box: SC.007-07 - Box 7, 1915-1921

Title: Box 7, 1915-1921

ID: SC.007-07

Date: 1915-1917 (date of creation)

Publication status:

Published
**File: SC.007-07-01 - Folder 1, 1915**

**Title:** Folder 1, 1915  
**ID:** SC.007-07-01  
**Date:** 1915 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
Includes: Specifications of work to be done on the residence of George Paschal; Chemico Electro Active Heater letters; Speech to "Brother Greeks"; Correspondence; Property Transactions (Western Sales Agency); Situation in Mexico

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC.007-07-02 - Folder 2, 1915**

**Title:** Folder 2, 1915  
**ID:** SC.007-07-02  
**Date:** 1915 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
Includes: Correspondence; Chemico Electro Radio Active Heater (letter from German Embassy); Latin American relations; Grove Lake Property; Reese vs. Reese, Bexar County, Texas; Letter to Poetry Society in Alabama

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC.007-07-03 - Folder 3, 1916**

**Title:** Folder 3, 1916  
**ID:** SC.007-07-03  
**Date:** 1916 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
Includes: Chemico Radio Active Heater; Correspondence; Patent of Judge Paschal's; Cole vs. Cole, Bexar County, Texas; San Antonio Land and Irrigation Company; Sibley letters to Garner Sheppard

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-07-04 - Folder 4, 1917**

**Title:** Folder 4, 1917  
**ID:** SC.007-07-04  
**Date:** 1917 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes: Personal Notes of Invitation

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-07-05 - Folder 5, 1919-1921**

**Title:** Folder 5, 1919-1921  
**ID:** SC.007-07-05  
**Date:** 1919-1921 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes: Newspaper Clippings

Publication status:
Published

---

**Box: SC.007-08 - Box 8, undated**

**Title:** Box 8, undated  
**ID:** SC.007-08  
**Date:** undated (date of creation)
Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-08-01 - Folder 1, 1895-1905
Title: Folder 1, 1895-1905
ID: SC.007-08-01
Date: 1895-1905 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Heard Case

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-08-02 - Folder 2, undated petitions
Title: Folder 2, undated petitions
ID: SC.007-08-02
Date: undated (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: Petitions register

Publication status:
Published

File: SC.007-08-03 - Folder 3, undated
Title: Folder 3, undated
ID: SC.007-08-03
Date: undated (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes: National Lines of Mexico Train Schedule; Newspaper clipping: Relations with Mexico; Aetna Banking & Trust Company; List (on envelope) of San Antonio business firms; Advertisements of milling property in Wisconsin; Cannel Coal Co. vs. Guadelupe Cuevad, et. al.;
Map of Idle Hour, Otero County, New Mexico; Map of land in Val Verde County, Texas; Map of land in Dimmit County, Texas; Land transactions; Anita Ruiz case; Notes of business of the law firm; Westfall vs. Westfall, Bexar County, Texas; Castro vs. Castro, Bexar County, Texas; Maverick lease (in envelope)

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-08-04 - Folder 4, undated**

**Title:** Folder 4, undated

**ID:** SC.007-08-04

**Date:** undated (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes: Milburn Bros. medicine advertisement; Tablet with notes; The Gold King Mining Company Advertisement; Automatic Barber Register Advertisement; Mr. Geo. R. Sims’ ”Tatcho” Hair Growing Advertisement; Political advertisement for John F. Fentiman, John F. Ripps, and Joseph Flory; Letters; War Rations Book for Lenore F. Paschal (1943); Newspaper articles; Correspondence; Fernandez vs. M.K. & T. Railway Co. of Texas, Bexar County, Texas; Marshall vs. Marshall, Bexar County, Texas; Friesen vs. Friesen, Bexar County, Texas

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC.007-08-05 - Folder 5, undated**

**Title:** Folder 5, undated

**ID:** SC.007-08-05

**Date:** undated (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes: Property Advertisements; Photograph of sea turtles; Religious tract; Land transactions; Sketch of floor plan; Advertisements; The Mendelssohn Quartette Co. and Marguerite Smith; Letter to Col. Brackenridge

Publication status: